


ABOUT SAFELANE GLOBAL

PROPOSED  BY

DIRECTOR

(MARINE) 

SafeLane Global (formerly BACTEC and DYNASAFE BACTEC) is expert in the field of 

unexploded ordnance risk mitigation services. It operates worldwide from strategically located

offices. It has been providing unexploded ordnance (UXO), landmine clearance and bomb

disposal services globally since 1989, and to date has carried out contracts in over 60 countries.

Its explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) and mine action projects include: the clearance of

explosive ordnance, mine clearance, site investigation, marine UXO mitigation services, QA/QC,

risk assessment, explosive ordnance disposal training, equipment provision and consultancy. 

SafeLane’s clients include governments, specialist units of the MoD, the UN, EC, DFID, NATO

and multinationals in the oil, gas and construction industries.

The company utilises the latest technology and highly trained field operatives, which maintains

stringent quality standards through its accreditation to ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001.

This document details specific services offered by SafeLane Global’s marine department; It is not

exhaustive and you’re invited to contact the marine team to discuss your requirements via

info@safelaneglobal.com or +44 (0) 1634 471 340



CONSULTANCY  &  STRATEGY  MANAGEMENT

SERVICES

SafeLane provides complete consultancy services

worldwide, to address and manage the threat of

conventional UXO and chemical warfare agents

(CWA) - both containerised or CWA munitions.

The following sections detail the specific services

provided (this list is not exhaustive.)

Project Management

SafeLane provides project management services

to clients where UXO has been identified on a

project, where it poses a potential threat to

planned works, or when dedicated UXO

clearance operations are required. It

understands the commercial and reputational

risks a client faces, as well as the threat UXO

poses to people and places. It ensures successful

project delivery every time, by offering the full

range of management services and overseeing

multiple disciplines.

Desktop Threat / Risk Assessments

The purpose of a threat assessment is to examine

and understand the probability of encountering

explosive ordnance. Multiple data sources are

consulted including, but not limited to, domestic

and foreign national archive services,

hydrographic offices, www.wrecksite.eu and

other internet resources as well as written data

sources. Site specific factors / activities such as

those listed below will be taken into

consideration as appropriate: 

Route Location

Seabed Conditions

Proposed Scope of Works

Conflict History

Historical Sea Mining

Historic Anti-shipping Activity – Submarine/ Surface

Warships/ Air Force

Historic Naval Battles

Naval Training Areas

Explosives Dumping Sites

Coastal Firing Ranges

Shore Defences

Ship Wrecks

Recent UXO Discoveries – Media Reports

The risks posed by any existing or potential explosive

ordnance will be assessed, conclusions drawn and if

possible, differing risk zones will be mapped. 

AS AN END-TO-END SERV ICE

PROVIDER , SAFELANE ' S

MAR INE AND LAND SERV ICES

CAN BE COMBINED FOR YOUR

PROJECT

PREPARED  FOR

CLIENT NAME

PERSONALISE

EVERY TIME

RISK  MITIGATION  STRATEGIES

SafeLane provides comprehensive, 

project specific risk mitigation strategies 

for marine projects that encounter, or may

encounter, the threats of conventional or

chemical warfare related unexploded

ordnance. That threat source may be from

either military action or by way of dumping or

discarding. 

The objective of the UXO risk mitigation

strategy and its delivery is to ensure that the

sources of potential UXO have been

accurately identified, the risk posed by UXO

to the project / works is objectively assessed,

and that any intervention is proportionate to

the risk. The requirements of the project and

its stakeholders are also fully considered. 

The outcome of the process can result in one

or a combination of the following: 

• Identify areas where the risk of UXO is no

different to most marine environments and the

risk is assessed as negligible or low.

• Provide clearance from UXO.

• Reduce the risk from UXO to a low as

reasonably practicable.

• Ensure the safe installation of pipelines,

pipes or other associated infrastructure.

• Identify the risk from UXO during the as

built / operational phase with implemented

mitigation measures if required.



CONSULTANCY  &  STRATEGY  MANAGEMENT

SERVICES  CONTINUED

Environmental Impact Assessments

(UXO)

 

Environment impact assessments (EIA) focus on

the potential risks posed by the proximity and

possible subsequent detonation of explosive

ordnance (through deliberate or accidental

means of initiation). SafeLane has the in-house

capability to conduct a review and produce an

EIA report detailing the potential impact to the

environment and any wildlife present. 

This report also details potential mitigation

measures based upon published guidance

notes and documents, the legal and the moral

requirements of the client and of the country in

which the works are being conducted. 

 

Provision of Consultants Seconded to the

Client

 

In order to support client needs during the 

initial stages of a project, SafeLane can provide

a dedicated EOD/UXO consultant.  They work

alongside the client as a member of the

implementation team.  This service is regularly

employed to assist with programming,

integration of work methods and systems,

assisting with permitting etc. 

 

EOD/UXO Technical Advisers 

 

SafeLane provides EOD/UXO technical experts to

deliver on-site real-time reactive support to marine

operations.  This may include supporting the

recovery to deck of sub-sea equipment, dredging

operations (both suction and excavation dredging)

salvage operations, recovery operations etc. Typical

duties performed include: the delivery of briefings

and training, responding to and managing

emergency situations in the event of an unplanned

UXO find, as well as being present, conducting

dynamic hazard and risk assessments and providing

clear guidance to a client’s on-site representatives. 



UXO  GEOPHYSICAL  SERVICES

Bespoke low magnetic signature survey
platforms
Deep water multi-sensor non-intrusive survey
frame
Non-intrusive magnetometer
Pulse induction instrumentation
Side-scan sonar
Sub-bottom profiling
Bathymetric surveys
LiDAR surveys
Geo referencing system (DGPS)

SafeLane has extensive experience delivering
offshore and intertidal UXO surveys worldwide; it
employs a variety of technologies for marine
underwater surveys utilising specialist vessels,
configurations, hardware and software.  
These include: 
 

 
Data processing
 
SafeLane uses propriety processing software
specifically designed for the detection of items of
ordnance.  Raw magnetic data (both total field and
gradiometer) is processed to reduce background
noise and improve the signal to noise-ratio.  This
creates a robust framework for target identification. 
Navigational data is corrected and integrated at this
stage to provide XYZ positional information on each
target identified. 
 
Data interpretation
 
The processed magnetic data is visualised in
SafeLane’s propriety software, AGS, in a user-
friendly, logical manner.  Items of interest can be
mathematically modelled in both 2D and 3D
formats to ensure they commensurate with an item
of ordnance.  Relevant information can be extracted
from the model to assist with target investigation
works, and simultaneously reduces the number of
false target identifications. 
 
The mathematical model used by AGS provides an
estimate of the mass (the modelled mass) and
spatial location of the source of magnetic fields. 
 For multiple data sets, a unique sensitivity level can
be applied.  The sensitivity level used in data
interpretation is determined by the general magnetic
background and the objective of the survey.  The
sensitivity level used will determine the minimum
mass of ferromagnetic objects that can be detected,
as well as the maximum depth at which objects can
be found. 

DATA CAN  BE  EXPORTED  IN  
A  NUMBER  OF  FORMATS  TO  
ENSURE  COMPATIBIL ITY  WITH  
THE  END  USER ’S  SOFTWARE .

Data Quality Assurance / 

Reviews 

 

SafeLane follows a validation and review 
process for data quality and assurance. 
All field data acquired goes through 
on-site quality checks before the processing
stage. Using experience and the correct 
methodology, all data is processed and
reviewed by experienced professionals to 
provide the client with the most accurate results.

 

Geophysical Survey 

 

High Resolution 

Sonar Side Scan Sonar 

 

SafeLane collects and uses sonar data in order

to locate and identify any contacts present on

the sea bed.  High resolution sonar data can be

supplied for assessment and characterisation of

potential unexploded ordnance targets - as well

as geological and archaeological services. 

 
SSS Data Example 1

 

 

 

SAFELANE USES

VERSATILE SONAR

SYSTEMS THAT CAN

BE CONFIGURED FOR

ALMOST ANY SURVEY

APPLICATION .



MULTIBEAM

A multibeam system sends out an array of acoustic pulses in a determined shape, and it returns depths and characterised

features from underneath the survey platform. This is sometimes referred to as a swath bathymetry as it produces a swath of

depth, or road map information. 

 

SafeLane collects and utilises these data sets. It assesses and interprets the collected information, and correlates it with other

types of survey data, to locate, identify and categorise targets which may be unexploded ordnance related. It provides

detailed engineering bathymetry which may be used for other purposes.

SafeLane Global MBES Data Example 1

SafeLane Global MBES Data Example 2



NEAR  SHORE  &  INLAND  WATERWAYS  0 -5M  DEEP

RIB Mounted EM Configuration
 

SafeLane has multiple RHIB (rigid-hulled inflatable boat) mounted survey systems; these provide a unique solution
to collect accurate data in challenging shallow marine environments. 
A dual total field configuration fixed to the bow of the vessel (as shown below) significantly reduces the turning
circle of the vessel, thus enabling access to previously unattainable areas. This includes fast flowing rivers,
intertidal zones, narrow water ways, estuaries and lakes. Electromagnetic sensors ensure high resolution data
collection achieving a swath width up to 3m.
 
RIB Mounted Magnetic Configuration
 

Most ordnance has significant ferrous content that produces a detectable magnetic signature. Based on extensive
research and practical experience, the magnetic signature of an item of ordnance best approximates to that from
a point magnetic dipole. The magnetic field produced by a point dipole decays as the cube root of the distance.
For magnetic gradient measurements the decay in amplitude is proportional to one over distance to the power of
four. The greater the size (mass) of the item of ordnance the larger is the dipole moment and associated magnetic
field. 
 
SafeLane’s RHIB mounted survey systems provide a unique solution to collecting accurate data in challenging
shallow marine environments. A multi-purpose magnetic array configuration towed by the vessel as shown below
is versatile in combination and practical when coming to quick mobilisation requests. 
 
Two G882 total field magnetometers can ensure high resolution data collection achieving a swath width up to
3m. A towed / bridle system would be applied for larger shallow water surveys incorporating RTK positioning and
manual layback calculations.
 

Barge Mounted TFG Rig – Intrusive Surveys Over Water

 

Magnetometer surveys of discrete pile or borehole locations over water can be accomplished by the use of a

TFG drill rig. The rig is mounted on a jack up barge with moon pool over each pile position. Where the use

of the moon pool is not feasible due to the proximity of the pile location to other structures, a gantry can be

constructed over the side of the barge to allow for drilling and safe access to the rig. A TFG survey can then

be conducted to depth to prove whether a position is clear of ferrous anomalies.



SHALLOW  WATER  –  OFFSHORE  &  INLAND  WATERWAYS  5 -50M  DEEP

SafeLane Global Wing
 

For water depths of 5m to 40m SafeLane’s propriety survey wing magnetometer system is deployed. The profile of
the wing allows the depth of the system to be controlled, and USBL positioning ensures that the magnetic data is
geospatially accurate. With six G882 geometric magnetometer sensors mounted at one-meter spacing in total
field configuration, the system provides high definition data to a swath of up to 6m, achieving optimum efficiency
with no compromise on resolution.
 

2D Scanfish Array

 

For deepwater surveys the EIVA ScanFish remotely operated towed vehicle (ROTV) is deployed with

operational depths up to 400m. The ScanFish is designed with two wings at the rear of the ROTV that

autonomously maintain the pitch and roll to ensure stability of flight behind the vessel. The altitude of the

ROTV can be manually controlled - or set to terrain following - to dynamically follow the contours of the

seabed at a set height. Four G882 geometric magnetometer sensors are towed at 1.6 meters spacing

behind the ROTV in total field configuration, providing high definition data.



 

3D Attachment

 

The ScanFish 3D steering attachments allow for

both horizontal and vertical movements of EIVA’s

range of remotely operated towed vehicles

(ROTVs). This is especially useful when sideways

currents influence the ROTV position; long tow

cables are used in deep water, or when the run

line is not straight in cable and route surveys,

among other situations. 

Depth of object detection depends on the type of

object being detected. The equipment can detect

anything with a ferrous content, provided the

correct line spacing and altitude above the

object are used. For this, SafeLane uses desktop

studies to determine UXO risk, type and ferrous

weight. Once this is known, the survey

parameters are set. 

The capabilities lie in the ability to accurately

track flight over the seabed at a set altitude. The

reduced distance from objects improves the

magnetic signature from ferrous objects, and the

number and arrangement of magnetometers

within the 5-metre array allows for a greater

resolution from a smaller area.

 

MARINE  SERVICES

OPERATIONS

CONSULTANCY

TRAINING

DEEP  WATER

OFFSHORE  &  INLAND  WATERWAYS

50M  + WATER  DEPTHS

ROV Mounted Gradiometer 

 

For depths beyond the capabilities of the

ScanFish, a remote operated vehicle (ROV)

can be deployed with a gradiometer

configuration to access depths up to 5000m.

A gradiometer system is considered to have

lower ambient noise from the ROV, however

detection depths are shallower compared to

total-field configuration. This ensures discrete

anomalies can still be identified in relatively

noisy environments. Up to 12 sensors can be

deployed at a 0.5m interval array to achieve

a survey swath of 6.5 meters.

 

ROV Mounted Total Field Magnetometer 

 

For depths beyond the capabilities of the

ScanFish, an ROV can be deployed with

G882 Geometrics Magnetometers in total

field configuration to access depths up to

5000m. A total field system has a greater

detection depth compared to gradiometer

systems. This ensures discrete anomalies can

still be identified in relatively noisy

environments. Up to 2 sensors can be

deployed at a 1m interval array to achieve a

survey swath of 1 meter.

2D & 3D Seismic 

 

SafeLane Global provides a surface-towed 

sub-bottom profiling system capable of

producing true 3D Seismic volumes of the 

upper tens of meters of sediment. This includes

imaging of buried structures and anomalous

objects (possible UXO) with 3D high resolution

and ±3cm RTK/MRU accuracy. 

 

Production of accurate high-resolution 3d

Seismic volumes that eliminate out-of-plane

energy that exists and confuses standard SBP

profiles.The Seismic system can be broadly

separated into three sections: The surface towed

array, the data cables, and a deck processing

unit. The towed array houses the transducer

array and 60 hydrophones channels (4-elements

per channel), a motion reference unit, GPS

antennas and the chirp electronics’ bottle. 

 

• Fully Non-Intrusive Survey Method 

• Ability to provide Area Survey to full bomb

penetration depths 

• Ability to define shape and size of buried

objects well beyond other non-intrusive survey

methods 

• Not affected by ferrous infrastructure 

• Reduction in false positive targets averaging

70% 

• Geological Interpretation available

TARGET  INVESTIGATION

Diver Investigation

 

SafeLane employs internationally qualified explosive ordnance

disposal clearance divers to conduct its sub-seas UXO related

operations.

 

All divers have graduated from the UK military EOD school, or

equivalent military academies which provide equivalent and

internationally recognised military qualifications.



SafeLane has conducted UXO diver services at various locations globally, undertaking projects which

involve target relocation, investigation, identification and disposal of different types of UXO in varied

marine environments. These range from rivers, intertidal zones and offshore, to more complex operations

such as accessing, rendering safe and recovery of torpedoes from a sunken, fire damaged submarine in

India. In fast flowing rivers a diver shield can be employed to reduce the impact of the current flow on the

diver.SafeLane has employed UXO clearance divers to perform clearance and disposal operations following

geophysical surveys to investigate potential UXO anomalies and also to conduct specific area search. 

 

Target relocation uses the latest marine hand-held magnetometers and EM systems. Where target

anomalies have been buried, means of excavation have included airlift, air lance and water jetting.

SafeLane works closely with its preferred suppliers when conducting diving operations, to ensure that the

operations can be conducted in a safe, efficient and timely manner. Using a wide preferred supplier

database allows for additional resources to be provisioned within short timeframes, and to be the best fit

for the operation increasing the likelihood of equipment availability. 

 

SafeLane employs diver hand-held survey instruments to detect both non-ferrous and ferrous targets - not

only to locate them, but also to carry out post clearance surveys after target removal, to ensure there are

no secondary targets present. 

 

Once the target is located, the diver will proceed to conduct a visual inspection of it, taking

measurements, high-resolution video / still imagery of the target, subject to visibility at the time.

Dependent upon conditions, a hand-held sonar system can be utilised if appropriate. All positional data,

both surface and subsea, can be logged utilising survey support geophysicists, survey engineers and

positioning equipment such as fan beam or USBL.  Any excavations will be conducted using an airlift/air

lance system, which will be controlled by the diver. The airlift system will be able to gently uncover buried

objects, with final exposure of a potential UXO being undertaken by hand until the target can be positively

identified. Through the use of an airlift SafeLane is able to excavate to any reasonable depth as long as it

is safe to do so, and the angle of the trench remains less than 45°. Maintaining this angle of repose, the

expected volume of excavated material at 1m depth shall be approximately 3m³.

ROV  INVESTIGATION

The ROV provides an alternative solution to diving operations. Vital for operations in deeper waters not

accessible by divers, they are also a preferred means of investigation and disposal to meet many client health

and safety requirements. 

ROV operations are controlled by SafeLane EOD specialists. These specialists are qualified EOD operators /

clearance divers and have graduated from British military EOD training establishments or equivalent international

military academies. ROVs and supporting tooling would be matched to the scope of works. SafeLane has also

produced bespoke tooling to allow for the lift and removal of UXO which could not be disposed of in situ. 

The ROV provides a versatile tool not only for the investigation, excavation and identification of

targets but also for UXO disposal operations, having been used extensively by SafeLane globally.

DISPOSAL  OPERATIONS

UXO avoidance is the preferred mitigation strategy when planning marine works. However, this is

not always possible. Instead, the intervention of an EOD consultancy to dispose of one or more

items of ordnance to facilitate works may be required. Marine disposal operations may involve

the detonation of UXO in situ, the recovery and removal of UXO to a pre-designated disposal

area within the marine environment, or recovery to land for land-based disposal. Operations can

be conducted in waters of various depths utilising both divers and / or ROVs. Timely delivery and

client satisfaction are paramount, and the principal considerations for all disposal operations

during the planning and delivery phases are for the safety of personnel, project and third-party

vessels and assets, and the environment.

IN -SITU  DISPOSAL ,  ROV

SafeLane has conducted disposal operations in UK and international waters. The operations

included client and local authority consultations, storage and transportation of explosives,

international maritime dangerous goods (IMDG) vessel registration, utilising SafeLane’s

explosives storage containers on board. Operational planning and hazard assessments are

conducted to include environmental mitigation encompassing marine mammal deterrents and

observers, passive acoustic and blast monitoring.



ROV operations are directed and controlled by qualified and experienced EOD engineers/clearance divers

for charge preparation and placement to conduct disposal operations in a safe and timely manner whilst

mitigating risks to the ROV and the operational spread. 

Disposal charges will take the most appropriate form for the ordnance to be destroyed whether it be bulk

or shaped charges.

IN -SITU  DISPOSAL ,  DIVER

Disposal operations have been conducted in various local and international waters. The operations include client

and local authority consultations, storage and transportation of explosives, international maritime dangerous

goods (IMDG) vessel certification including IMDG explosives storage containers on board, operational planning,

hazard assessment and environmental mitigation to include marine mammal deterrents, observers, mammal and

blast monitoring. The SafeLane explosives storage containers separate the UN classification 1.1D main charges

from the 1.1B detonators. The construction of the detonator container reduces the individually stored detonators

contained within, from UN classification 1.1B to 1.4S. 

Operations are conducted by a team of clearance divers controlled by an EOD supervisor on

deck, ensuring the safe conduct of diving operations and charge placement, to mitigate risks to

the personnel and operational spread.

RELOCATE  AND  DISPOSAL

Due to local or environmental constraints, disposal of ordnance in its ‘as found’ position is not

always acceptable. An assessment is made by SafeLane experienced EOD engineers as to the

viability of moving the ordnance to an area where disposal by detonation is acceptable. 

To achieve this, ordnance identification would need to be positively established, as well as it’s

condition 

to assess if it is safe to move. 

If safe to move, it can be manually or remotely recovered by ROV or airbag from the seabed to

the vessel and packaged on board to maintain wet storage if required. Recovery from the seabed

could also involve packaging or securing the ordnance for uplift by the vessel crane. 

It can then be transported to a suitable disposal area where the impact of disposal by detonation

can be safely accomplished. All due diligence, preparation and consultation would be conducted

prior to carrying out these types of operation to ensure that they can be conducted efficiently and

without risk. 

Where a small element of risk still exists, a remotely filled and manoeuvred ordnance airbag

recovery system (OARS), allows for uplift of the ordnance to allow it to be towed to a disposal

site where it can be lowered to the seabed under control, for subsequent disposal.

RECOVER ,  CONTA IN ,  TRANSFER  &  DISPOSAL  ON  LAND

CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS 

 

Following investigation and positive identification of an item of UXO, and following a hazard risk

assessment, if considered safe to move, an option for removal and disposal can be provided.

Final disposal would be conducted at a licenced disposal facility. SafeLane has recovered

munitions of various natures for disposal / demilitarisation at licenced facilities. 

SafeLane has developed a unique holistic UXO transportation and disposal solution. 

Utilising a disposal truck with a gas tight explosive containment vessel, DynaSEALR X chamber,

the provision of this asset removes the requirement for on-site licencing for disposal operations

and the requirement for formal approval for the movement by road of explosives. 

The system can be used for the safe transportation and removal of any ‘safe to move’ UXO with

a net explosive content (NEQ) of less than 8kg on public roads.

 

The mobile explosion containment system is a system with a large vessel with a high explosion

containment capacity mounted within a SafeLane Global truck. The vessel is designed to totally

contain and give protection against explosive and toxic material. 

 

The vessel is gas-tight, which means that detonation gases can be kept inside the containment

vessel after detonation. A valve system ensures safe release of contained gases after a

detonation and gives a possibility to connect external equipment for the purpose of collecting

samples of the contained gases for analysis before release.



The design of the chamber has been reviewed by

the Health and Safety Executive’s Hazardous

Installations Division and has been deemed not

to require a separate competent authority

document (CAD) from the HSE. The system is

classified by the Swedish Rescue Services Agency

under 149-6324-2008 and 142-6323-2008 on

behalf of the Competent Authority in Sweden,

therefore allowing the system to be transported

on GB roads under the Carriage of Dangerous

Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure

Equipment Regulations 2009 (as amended)

(CDG). 

SafeLane provides a full paper trail for all such

disposal procedures. Items once recovered are

appropriately packaged prior to transportation. 

Expended items of ordnance which do not

contain an explosive hazard can be certified free

from explosives prior to transportation for

demilitarisation.

CHEMICAL  WARFARE

MONITORING 

& 

DECONTAMINATION

CHEMICAL  MUNITIONS

SafeLane EOD engineers are qualified, by

virtue of their military training, to deal with

chemical munitions. Chemical munitions

principally have two main hazards for

consideration. 

1. The chemical agent and the 

2. The fuzing which initiates the burster

charge, designed to disperse the agent.

 

Munitions for recovery to a licenced disposal

facility are positively identified by SafeLane

EOD engineers, all risks are assessed, and

they must be deemed safe to move. 

 

Packaging generally would be more robust

than for conventional munitions, with the

munition sealed against leakage prior to

packing into an appropriate container. 

 

The munitions would be sealed in such a way

to allow the contents to be monitored utilising

detector paper within the packaging, this

would indicate if there was any agent

leakage. All movements would be conducted

in consultation with the client, local and

government agencies as required, and the

disposal facilities. 

 

All works undertaken involving chemical

munitions are carried out with due

consideration for personnel protection, asset

and environmental protection, chemical

monitoring and decontamination /

neutralisation as required. 

 

Licenced disposal facilities would then

generally dispose of the munition and

chemical agent by incineration or

neutralisation.

SAFELANE 

PROVIDES CHEMICAL 

WARFARE MONITORING 

AND DECONTAMINATION 

TEAMS 
on-board vessels on which materials 

and equipment are recovered to the 

deck in various project locations 

worldwide. 

 

The services provided during these works 

include: 

 

• The development of work execution plans 

• Chemical safety briefings 

• Safety response procedures and on-board

training 

• Deployment of specialist personnel and specialist

monitoring and decontamination equipment and 

• Continual real-time monitoring of all seabed

recovered equipment 

 

SafeLane employs a range of point detection

chemical monitors as well as liquid detection

systems in order to ensure accurate and effective

monitoring. Along with the detection systems

SafeLane also employs CWA (chemical warfare

agent) personal protective and full decontamination

equipment.

HOW  CAN  SAFELANE  HELP  YOU?

SafeLane is agile, flexible and responsive.  It provides bespoke solutions

and has the scale and experience to successfully deliver projects of any

size, in any country in any environment. 

 

• Supporting commercial, humanitarian and governmental clients – big

and small – for over 30 years

• Protecting communities around the world – clearing paths through

unsafe environments, on land and in water

• From ad hoc desktop surveys – to large-scale, long-term clearance

and security projects – SafeLane is an end-to-end service provider

• Ready to deploy quickly into any marine environment, including those

in remote areas, conflict and post-conflict zones

 

Contact the marine operations team to discuss your project

requirements today; benefit from free initial expert consultations: 

 

Tel: + 44 (0) 1634 471 340 

Email: info@safelaneglobal.com 




